



Localized basis functions for spherical vector field
 A divergence-free vector field can be represented by a stream 
function        as follows:
 A curl-free vector field can be represented by a potential function       
as follows:
 According to the Helmholtz theorem, an arbitrary vector field on a 
sphere can be written as a sum of a divergence-free field and a 
curl-free field. We can thus represent any vector field in the 
following form:
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 We expand the stream function       and the potential function      
by using localized basis functions       and      :
 Defining the following vector-valued basis functions:
an arbitrary spherical field can be represented using these basis 
functions:
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Modeling of divergence-free vector field
 We employ spherical Gaussian functions for obtaining a set of 
basis functions 
 We then obtain 
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 When we use the expansion of our basis functions
the node points  ri can be placed arbitrarily. 
 We placed 2500 node points randomly and uniformly distributed 
in the region above 40 degree in latitude, which approximates the 
following Monte Carlo convolution: 
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 Now we consider a divergence-free vector field (no source, no 
sink) and expand the field by using the divergence-free basis 
functions:
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Application to ionospheric physics Design of covariance matrices
 Now we apply this method for estimating the ionospheric plasma 
velocity distribution which can be assumed to be divergence-free. 
 We fit the model to the data of SuperDARN, which is a radar 
network observing the ionospheric plasma velocity. 
 The gaps of the data coverage of SuperDARN are filled with the 
empirical model (Weimber 2001). 
 We assume the weight w can be decomposed into the model-
based value ζ and the residual β : 
and the residual β is estimated with the Kalman filter. 
,= +w ζ β
 We assume the temporal evolution of the weights β
 The residual component can then be estimated with the following 
Kalman filter algorithm:
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Results >> See our paper for detail ( https://doi.org/10.1186/s40623-020-01168-4 ).
 In order to ensure spatial smoothness, the covariance matrix Qk is 
set as follows:
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 The matrix Rk is set as follows:
where bi and gi denote the beam number and the range gate of 
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